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1. Introduction. In this work we are interested in one-dimensional motion of a body
capable of phase transitions. Such a problem is often described by the usual equations
of elasticity with non-monotone stress-strain relations [1]. This system of conservation
laws is elliptic in the interval of values of the strain where the stress function is monotone
decreasing, and is hyperbolic otherwise. This interval is usually referred to as the unstable
region. For such systems of mixed type, it has been shown in [2] that a constant state in
the elliptic region is unstable in the sense that any local disturbance of a constant state,
taken as initial data for the numerical solution, gives rise to a sequence of approximate
solutions converging to a nontrivial solution of the Cauchy problem with the constant
initial data. This nontrivial solution may be a distributional solution (also called weak
solution), or, more generally, a measure-valued, solution (abbreviated m-v solution), a
concept first introduced by DiPerna [3] (see Definition 2.1). It was also shown that a new
type of Riemann waves may appear as (measure-valued) solutions of Riemann problems
with data inside the elliptic region. These waves are called oscillation waves, and are
associated with persistent oscillations in the numerical solutions of the approximation
scheme.

To approach the solution of such a 2 x 2 system of conservation laws, we employ a
scheme in which each numerical solution approximates the solution of a 3 x 3 system
describing the one-dimensional motion of a rate-type viscoelastic body (see [4]—[8]) with
a Maxwell type viscosity, which is inversely proportional to the grid spacing of the nu-
merical scheme and hence reduces to the original 2x2 system as the grid spacing tends
to zero. This scheme, based on the method of characteristics proposed in [7], has the
mathematical advantage of allowing an energy estimate, which is crucial in the proof of
the existence of measure-valued solutions.

We make use of an analytical result, earlier stated in [2] (see Theorem 4.1), to test
convergence of approximate solutions and to obtain the limiting function. Indeed, for
Riemann problems, a sequence of approximate solutions with diminishing grid spacing
can be constructed from a fixed numerical solution simply by scaling in x and t variables.
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This process of scaling allows us to go to the limit of increasing viscosity by observing
the asymptotic behavior of a fixed numerical scheme as the time step increases.

By another result, also stated in [2] (see Theorem 4.2), we can get expectation values
of state functions of interest, with respect to the Young measures constituting the m-v
solution of the Riemann problem. This allows us not only to verify, in our numerical
experiments, the condition for being an m-v solution by calculating the expectation values
of the state variables and the flux functions, but also to obtain more information about
the limiting m-v solutions. For instance, we are able to apply Dafermo'S entropy rate
criterion (see [9]), here extended to m-v solutions, in an obvious way for expectation
values, to confirm that the trivial constant solutions in the unstable restriction are less
stable than the corresponding nontrivial m-v solutions constructed from the numerical
scheme. However, our intention in presenting results concerning the entropy rate criterion
is more to illustrate our methods than to make a serious discussion about the validity of
the application of such criteria in the context considered here. A discussion about the
admissibility of solutions to the system studied here may be found, although without
conclusive results, in [10]-[20]. For the analogous static problem we refer to [21, 22].

Careful examination of numerical results reveals an interesting fact that the wave
pattern, associated with the nontrivial m-v solution in the unstable region, appears as
intense oscillations between two pure phases and tends to become stationary in the region
behind the wave fronts at large time steps. These patterns can be interpreted as a phase
mixture consisting of layers of two pure phases densely distributed along the length
of the body, and resemble the experimentally observed band-like structure of a single
crystal sample of shape memory alloy during austenitic-martensitic transformation [23,
24]. Moreover, the average phase fractions in this region are constant in the limit, which
means that phase mixture is macroscopically homogeneous, and their values agree with
the coefficients in the convex combination of the corresponding strains of the two pure
phases for the prescribed initial strain in the unstable interval, as one would expect.

This work is organized in the following way. In Sec. 2, we present the system modeling
phase transitions, the companion system of rate-type viscoelasticity, the definition of
m-v solutions and recall an extension of Tartar's result on the existence of Young
measures [25]. In Sec. 3, we present the construction of the approximate solutions to the
Cauchy problem by the method of characteristics applied to the companion system of
rate-type viscoelasticity. The main result of this section is the proof that the approximate
solutions generate an m-v solution to the Cauchy problem. In Sec. 4, we establish
two basic results concerning the Riemann problem, which are analogous to those stated
in [2], They provide a criterion for testing the convergence in Z^oc for sequences of
approximate solutions, and a method for computing expectation values of state functions
of interest, with respect to the m-v solution associated with the oscillation waves. In Sec.
5, we present the results of the numerical experiments, with emphasis in nontrivial m-v
solutions for initial data in the elliptic region and the appearance of oscillation waves.
A comparison between the nontrivial m-v solution and the trivial constant solution is
shown to confirm the instability of the constant state in the elliptic region by employing
the entropy rate criterion. Average phase fractions are also determined in this region,
where a mixture of two pure phases with numerous well-defined interface boundaries can
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be seen from the numerical solution. The results of the last two sections follow the same
line of investigation set forth in [2].

2. Statement of the problem. The system of partial differential equations for
one-dimensional motion of an elastic body is given, in the reference spatial coordinate x
and time t, by

dv _ d<je(e) =
dt dx ' /0 i \

de_ _ dv 1 ' '
dt dx

where v is the particle velocity, and s is the strain. The body is called elastic if the
stress-strain relation a = cre (e) is single-valued, or the stress <xe is a monotone increasing
function of the strain £ and hence the system is hyperbolic. However, for material bodies
that exhibit phase changes during loading cycles, this is no longer true. The common
practice (see [1]) to describe the one-dimensional motion of bodies with phase transitions
is still to treat it as an elastic problem by the system (2.1) but with a non-monotone
stress-strain relation a — o"e(e), which is increasing in the pure phases and decreasing in
the interval where phase transitions may occur. In this case, the system (2.1) is elliptic
if e belongs to the interval where <je is monotone decreasing, and hyperbolic otherwise.

For the purpose of this work we assume that ae is a piecewise smooth function satis-
fying

a'e{s) > 0, W£^[£A,£M],

-M < a'e(£) <El<E, (2.2)

<je{0) = 0, [ ae(s)ds > 0,
Jo

for certain positive constants, £A,em, E,Ei, M. For simplicity, in our numerical experi-
ments, we will consider the simple piecewise linear function (see Fig. 1 on p. 118):

' Eie, £ < £A,

ae(e) = < Ei£A - M{£ - eA), £A<£<£M, (2.3)

„ E\£A — M(£m — £a) + E2(e — £m)i £ > Em,

where 0 < £A < £m and 0 < E2 < E\. In general, for a function ae that is monotone
increasing except in an interval (eA ,£m), where it is monotone decreasing, as is the case
of (2.3), the last condition in (2.2) will be satisfied if £ — 0 does not belong to Maxwell's
interval (ea,£p). This interval is defined by ae(£a) = cre{sp) = crM G (^(em),^^));
so that the two curves a = crM and a = <re(e) determine two bounded regions of equal
areas in the (e, cr)-plane.

We consider the initial-value problem for (2.1) with initial data,

(v,s)(x,0) = (v0,£q)(x), x G R. (2.4)
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Fig. 1. A simple Riemann problem with initial data = (0,0.5),
uR = (0,6.5)

Our approach to finding the solution of the elastic problem (2.1), (2.4) will proceed
by means of a numerical scheme which is primarily intended to approximate the solu-
tion of the following system which describes the one-dimensional motion of a rate-type
viscoelastic body following SULICIU (see [5]—[7]):

dv da
dt dx '

1-1 = °' 12 5)

where k > 0 is a Maxwell type viscosity constant, or sometimes l//t is referred to as the
relaxation time parameter. The constant E is called the dynamic Young's modulus. For
(2.5) we give the initial data

{v,e,a)(x, 0) = (v0,£0,a0)(x), x € R. (2.6)

Intuitively, if one can obtain a sequence of solutions, (vK, sK, crK), for the viscoelastic
problem (2.5), (2.6), as parameters k —> oo, one would expect that the sequence (vKj,eK)
might converge to a solution of the elastic problem (2.1), (2.4). Following this intuitive
idea, we shall consider a sequence of approximate solutions constructed by the method
of characteristics with grid spacings inversely proportional to the parameter k. In Sec.
3, we prove that, when k —* oo, a subsequence of such approximate solutions converges
weakly and generates what is called, after DiPerna [3], a measure-valued solution of the
elastic problem (2.1), (2.4). We state below the definition of measure-valued solutions.

2.1. Definition. Let P(R2) denote the set of all probability measures over R2. A
measure-valued solution to (2.1), (2.4) is a mapping v\ R x [0, oo) —> P(R2), denoted by
vXtt, satisfying:

1. for each 0 < p < 2,
Mp{x,t) = (vXlt, |u|*> (2.7)
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is a measurable function in I^oc(R x [0, oo)), with u = (v, e);
2. for all (f> G Co°(R x [0, oo)) we have

[[ + (i>x,t,F(u))<j)x}dxdt + [ uo(x)(f)(x,0)dx = 0, (2.8)
J JRx[0,oo) J — oo

where F(u) = (-ae(e), -v), -v, u0(:r) = (v0, e0)(:r)-
The concept of an m-v solution is motivated by Tartar's result on the existence of

Young measures (see [25]). We state below an extension of this theorem for sequences
uniformly bounded in jLfoc, whose proof can be found in [26] (see also [27, 28]).

2.2. Lemma. Let u£:f2 C Rm —> R" be a sequence of vector functions indexed by
e > 0, a parameter which is to be made to vanish. Assume that, for some p > 1, and
for each compact K C fi, < Mr, with Mk > 0 a constant not depending
on e. Then, there exists a subsequence which we still label ue, and a parametrized
family of probability measure vy € P(Rn), y G Q, such that for any continuous function
h G C(Rn) satisfying

h{ u)
< oo, (2.9)

for some q G [0,p), we have

where

1 + |u|«

Vy,h(u)) = h(y), (2.10)

h(u£) —>■ h,

in the sense of distributions.
The way to construct an m-v solution in the following section is especially important

for the subsequence numerical studies in Sees. 4 and 5, of the Riemann problem for (2.1)
with initial data:

f (vl,£l), x < 0,(«,£)(*,o)= ' (2.ii)
l (Vr,£R), x>0.

3. Method of characteristics and a measure-valued solution. For the vis-
coelastic problem (2.5), (2.6), the change of dependent variables:

p = a + cv, q = a — cv, r = a — E£, (3.1)

with c = \/rE, will put (2.5) into the more convenient characteristic form:

|-c|= G(p,q,r),

!+<!;= G(p,,,r), (3.2)

|= G(M, r),

where
r,( i'p + Q f 1 fp + qG{p,q,r) = -n ( — CTe I — '
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For the inverse transformation we have

p-q i fp + q \ p + q

The data (2.6) is transformed through (3.1) into

(p, q, r)(x, 0) = (po, q0, r0)(x). (3.4)

Let Ax, At be grid spacings satisfying Ax = cAt. We use the first-order approxima-
tion given by the method of characteristics to define the lattice functions p?, q\, r\, with
j = 0,1,..., i = ..., —1, 0,1,..., as follows:

P°i = Po(iAx), p>+1 = p>i+l + AtGj+1,

q° = q0(iAx), qf+[ = qj_x + AtGJi_1, (3.5)
r° = r0(iAx), r{+l — rj + AtGji '

where G{ - G(p{, q{ ,r{).
Given lattice functions , q\, r\ defined above, we define the approximate solution to

(3.2), (3.4), depending on the parameter /c,

p(x, t\ At, k) = (p, q, r)(x, t\ At, k),

by setting
(p, q, r) (x, t, At, k) = (pj ,qj,rj), (3.6)

for (i — ̂ )Ax < x < (i + 5)Ax, and for jAt < t < (j + l)Af. Similarly, let us denote by

v(x, t\ At, k) = (v, e, cr)(x, t\ At, k) (3-7)

the corresponding approximate solution to (2.5), (2.6) obtained from p(x,t]At,«), by
using the inverse relations (3.3).

At this point we remark that, using the well-known existence of global smooth solutions
to (2.5), (2.6) (see [29]), and an energy estimate (see Sec. 3.1), one could easily obtain
an m-v solution to (2.1), (2.4) generated by a subsequence of such smooth solutions
as k —> 00. However, our primary interest here is to obtain a method for numerical
computation of expectation values with respect o such an m-v solution. To this end,
we shall prove that one can obtain an m-v solution to (2.1), (2.4) from a sequence of
approximate solutions to (2.5), (2.6) constructed from (3.6), as the parameter k tends
to infinity and the grid spacings tend to zero simultaneously. This construction has the
great advantage, for numerical purposes, that any member of the sequence of approximate
solutions can be obtained by scaling from a fixed one, provided that the initial data are
related in this manner. This scaling property will be of decisive importance for the results
of the following sections concerning the numerical solution of the Riemann problem.
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Now, for some fixed At and k, let us construct the sequences

vn(x,t) = (vn,£n,an)(x,t) = v (x,f; —,uk ) ,
n

un(x,t)= (vn,en)(x,t).

If the sequence vn(x,t) is uniformly bounded in L2(f2), for any bounded domain C
R x [0, oo), then so is un(x,t). We can then use Lemma 2.2 to obtain a Young measure
vx t from a subsequence of un(x,t). The question arises, whether vx t is an m-v solution
to the elastic problem (2.1), (2.4). The answer to this question is given in the following:

3.1. Theorem. The Young measure vXtt, generated from a subsequence of un(x,t), is
a measure-valued solution to (2.1), (2.4) if

A£< (3.8)kE+M v '

3.2. Corollary. If un(x,t) converges in Lfoc to u(x,t) — (v,e)(x,t), then u(x,t) is a
weak solution to (2.1), (2.4).

The proof of the above theorem will be given in the remainder of this section. The
reader who is interested in seeing the numerical results first may go directly to Sec. 4.

3.1. The existence of a measure-valued solution. It has been from proved [4, 5] that
the system (2.5) possesses a unique free energy function, ip(e,a) that satisfies

wl + ewl = "'as o<j
t / Usn (3.9)— (a-ae(e)) > 0, v '

^(0,0) = 0,

and is given by
2

^£,a"> = (3-10)

where the function ip is uniquely determined from

=—aeih'1^)), <p(0) = 0, re R,

h(e) — ae(e) — Ee, e e R.

We remark that the function <p is nonnegative for ae satisfying (2.2).
The density of total energy is then defined as

ip'
e*(v,e,a) = —+ip(£,a). (3.12)

If (u, £, cr)(x, t) is a smooth solution of the system (2.5), in a domain of R x [0, oo), then
the following energy identity holds:

de* d{av) dip(e,cr)
-»t - (313)
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For some R > 0 and T > 0, let

— {(x> 0 I 0 < i < T, —i? — c(T — t) < x < R + c(T — t)}. (3-14)

We define the energy e(t) = e(t; R, T) of the horizontal section at level t of f20 <t<T,
by

r>R-\-c(T—t)

e(t) = e(t\R,T) = / e*((v,£,a)(x,t))dx. (3.15)
J—R—c(T—t)

Let Qf be the part of below the section at level t. Integrating (3.13) over using
Green's identity, and the trivial inequality \av\ < ce*, we get

e{t) < e(0) — k [[ Tr~(cr — <Je(e)) dx dt. (3.16)
J J Qf oa

In particular, (3.9) implies
e{t) < e(0). (3.17)

Besides, using the inequality (see [4])

1 I dip 1 ,
— Z Z~7Z\~^Z — ~B ip~ ' (3-18)E + M a — ae (e) da E — E\

and (3.16), for t — T, we get the following approach to equilibrium for smooth solutions
of (2.5), (2.6):

//J Jn'
(a(x,t) — ae(e(x,t)))2 dx dt < — + ^ (e(0) — e(T)). (3.19)

We shall obtain similar estimates for the approximate solutions, in order to get a
priori Lfoc bounds for them and an approach to equilibrium when n —> oo.

In addition to the approximate solutions defined in (3.6) and (3.7), we also define the
auxiliary approximate solution p(x,t', At, k) = (p,q,r)(x,t; At, k) by (3.6) for t = jAt,
and for tj <t < tj+1, j = 0,1,..., and x G R by

p(x,t) = p(x + c(t - tj),tj) + (t- tj)G((p, q, r){x + c(t - tj),tj)),

q(x,t) = q(x - c(t - tj),tj) + (t- tj)G((p, q, r)(x - c(t - tj), tj)), (3.20)
r(x,t) = r(x, tj) + (t- tj)G((p,q,r)(x,tj)),

and the corresponding auxiliary approximate solution,

v(x, t; At, k) = (v,£,a)(x, t; At, k),

obtained from p(ar, t; At, k) by the inverse relations (3.3). Let us also denote

rR+c(T—t)—i)

e*((v, £, cr)(x, t; At, n))dx,
-R—c(T — t)

i-R+c(T—t)
e(t;At,n)= / e*((v,e, a)(x, t; At, n))dx,

J-R-c(T-t)

(3-21)

' — R-c(T-t)

with R = I Ax — cIAt, T = JAt, for certain integers I, J. We now extend (3.17) to the
approximate solutions.
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3.3. Proposition. Assume
2 E - Ei ,

A t<~— rj. 3.22kE+M v '

Then, for 0 < t < T, we have

e(t; At, k) < e(0; At, k), e(t; At, k) < e(0; At, k). (3.23)

Proof. We adapt the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 of [6] (see also [7]).
Clearly, it suffices to prove the second inequality in (3.23). First of all, we observe
that if we change the initial data in (2.6), making them equal zero outside the interval
[—R — cT, R + cT], and given by (2.6) inside this interval, then the auxiliary approximate
solution obtained through (3.5), (3.20) for the new initial data coincides with that for
the old initial data over f2^. So, if we also denote by ((u, e, a)(x,t; At, k)) the auxiliary
approximate solution for the new initial data, it suffices to prove (3.23) for it, with
e(x, t; At, k) now given by

/OO
e*((v,£,a)(x,t;At,K))dx. (3-24)

-OO

Let tj < t < tj+1- We denote

p — p(x, t; At, k), q = q(x, t\ At, k), f = r(x, t\ At, k),

Pj = p(x,tj, At, k), qj = q(x,tj; At, k), rj = r(x,ty, At, k),

Gj = G(pj,qj,rj).

We have

e(t;At,n) = J ^ + (p(f)J dx. (3.25)
We will need the fact that one can write

a2
ip(r + s) = <p(r) + stp'(r) + — m (3.26)

with

E(E + M) ~m~ e(E — E\)' ^3'27^

which follows from well-known rules of calculus and the fact that ip' is Lipschitz contin-
uous (cf. [7]).

Prom (3.25)-(3.27) we get

e{t\At,K)<e(tj-,At,K)+(t ^ \ Gj + y'(rj))
J-°° 1 V 7 (3.28)

dx.

Set
Ej = G,
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Let (vj,£j,<Tj) be obtained from (jp3, q3, r3) by (3.3). From (3.18), we have

Ej < K{<Tj - fTe(£j))2 (^E + M + ^ 2^ K +m)) ' ^3'29^

so, using (3.27), if At satisfies (3.22), we get Ej < 0, and, so, e(t,At,n) < e(tj\ At, k).
Analogously, we get e(tj,At,n) < e(tj-x,At,n). So, repeating this procedure up to
j = 0, we finally arrive at (3.23).

3.4. Corollary. Let e(x,t) = s(x, t; At, n), a(x,t) = a{x,t\At, k) be the last two
coordinates of the approximate solution to (2.5), (2.6), obtained from (3.5) and the
relations (3.3) and let fbe given by (3.14). Then, if

2 E-Ex
kE + M'

we have
// (cr(x, t) — ae(e(x, t)))2 dxdt < — e(0; At, k), (3.30)

./ J k

where C is a constant depending only on E, M.
Proof. It follows from (3.29), (3.8), and (3.28), by passing the term in the left-hand

side of (3.28) to the right-hand side, and the last term in the right-hand side of that
inequality to the left-hand side. One then observes that the new left-hand side is greater
than a multiple of the part of the integral in (3.30) corresponding to the strip from t3 to
t, and the right-hand side is the difference of the energy integrals in tj and t. Repeating
this for the strip from tj-x to tj, and so on, and then summing up all the inequalities,
we arrive at (3.30).

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof. It follows easily from Proposition 3.3 that the sequence vn(x,t), satisfying

(3.8), is uniformly bounded in L2(fl), for any bounded domain O C R x [0, oo), and so is
un(x, t). Consider the approximate solution and the corresponding auxiliary approximate
solution,

(Pn,qn,rn)(x,t) = (p,q,r) (x,t; —,rin) ,

iPmQnjrn)(x,t) = (p,q,r) (x,t; >

given by (3.6), (3.20), replacing At by At/n and k by nn. It is easy to verify the following
identities in the sense of distributions:

^-c^=GrKx,t) = ngl(x,t),

^ = Gn_(x,t) = ngn_(x,t), (3.31)

f)v
= Gq(x, t) = ng%(x,t),
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where G™, G™, Gq are the functions defined for x C R, tj < t < tj+i, j =0,1,..., by

Gl(x,t) = nG{(pn,qn,rn)(x + c(t - tj),tj)),

G" (z,£) = nG((pn, qn, rn){x - c(t - tj),t3)), (3.32)

G%(x,t)=nG((pn,qn,rn)(x,tj)).

First, from (3.31) and Proposition 3.3 we have that <?o 0 as n —> oo, in the
sense of distributions. In fact, for gft we have the following:

Assertion 1. gfi —> 0 in Lfoc.
This follows immediately from Corollary 3.4. □

Assertion 2. G™ - Gq ^ 0, G™ — Gq 0, as n —> oo, in the sense of distributions.
Indeed, given 0 £ Gq°(R x (0, oo)), we have

[[ {Gn+-G^)4>dxdt = ff Gq(c/)(x — c(t — tj),t) - 4>{x,t)) dxdt
J J Rx[0,oo) j=0

// Gq4>x(x — c(t — tj),t)c(t — tj) dx dt
J JR.X [tj ,tj.|-i]

< n—Halloo ff |ffo (x,t)\dxdt —* 0, as n —> oo.
^ J J supp

N

sE
j=o

Analogously, we prove that G™ — Gq —>■ 0. □
We now apply the change of variables (3.3) to the system (3.31). We get

dvn _ dan _ ]_
dt dx 2c
<9en _ dvn _ J-
dt dx 2E

don _ jpdVri _ 1
Si dx 2

= -(G'l-Gn_),

^-^ = ^(Gn+ + Gn-~ 2Gq), (3.33)

£^ = ^-+G^).

Let us define

1
w„(x,i) = — (p„(x + c(t - tj),tj) - qn(x - c(t - tj),tj)),

in(x,t) = X + c{t - tj),tj) + qn{x - c(t - tj),tj) - 2rn(x,tj)),

an{x,t) = ^(pn{x + c{t - + qn{x - c(t -tj),tj)),

for x € R, tj < t < tj+1, j = 0,1, 

Assertion 3. vn — vn —>• 0, en — en —>• 0, an — an —*• 0, as n —> oo, in the sense of
distributions.

Indeed, we have from (3.20)

, Clfxjt) — GliXft) , .
vn(x,t) - vn(x,t) = (t- tj) — ; (3.34)
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for X € R, t J ^ t ^ ~ts J —j— J j j — 0,1,.... Now, for any <fi £ Co°(R x (0, oo)),

// GrKx,t)4>(x,t) dx dt = // GQ(x,t)cfi(x - c(t — tj),t) dx dt
JJ Rx(0,oc) j_Q J JR.X [tj ,tj + i]

ll'Alloo [[ \g%(x,t)\dxdt,
J J SUDD (b

J =

< nil

and an analogous inequality holds for G™. So, (3.34) and assertion 1 give that vn—vn —>■
0, in the sense of distributions. The proof of en — in —>■ 0 and an — an —>■ 0 follows
similarly. □

Now, we have

Assertion 4. vn — vn 0, in — en —>■ 0, an — an —>■ 0, as n —* oo, in the sense of
distributions.

Indeed, again, given <j> € Co°(R x (0, oo)), we have

IL (vn(x, t) — vn(x, t))<j>{x, t) dx dt
RxR+

tSL (Pn{x, <)(^>(X - C(t - tj), t) - <f)(x, t))
j_o J JRx [tj,tj +1

— gn(x, + c(£ — tj)) — cj)(x, £))) dx dt

< —ll^xlloo /[ (\p(x,t)\ + \q(x,t)\)dxdt.
J 7 supp 4>

Thus, it follows from the above estimate and Proposition 3.3 that vn — vn —>■ 0, in the
sense of distributions. The proof of e„ — en —^ 0 and crn — <rn —* 0 follows identically. □

From assertions 3 and 4 it follows that an — a —>■ 0. On the other hand, we have from
Corollary 3.4 that an — ae o en —>• 0. So, we have

an^ae, as n —> oo, oe{x,t) = {vx>t, ae(e)). (3.35)

We also have from assertions 3 and 4 that vn — vn —- 0, en — en —*• 0, and so v,
en —e, where v(x,t) — (vx^,v), e(x,t) — (uXtt,e). Hence, taking weak limits in the first
and second equations in (3.33), we conclude the proof of the theorem. □

The proof of Corollary 3.2 follows directly from (3.35) and the fact that, in this case,
ae(x,t) = ae(e(x,t)).

4. Basic results for numerical schemes. Here we establish two results similar
to those stated in [2], which we shall use for numerical experiments of the Riemann
problem (2.1), (2.11). The first one is a convergence criterion in Lfoc, for the sequence
u(x,t; At/n, Tin) constructed above for the Riemann problem. By this theorem , the
convergence of this sequence is associated with the convergence of certain averages along
the rays of constant x/t in the (a;, t)-plane, based on u(x, t; At, k). The proof of the
theorem is given in the appendix.
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4.1. Theorem. Let ui (x, t) = u(a;, t\ At, k) be the approximate solution of the Riemann
problem (2.1), (2.11), as defined in the last section. If

lim ^ [ ui(£t, t)t dr (4.1)T^oo Tz J0

exists and ^

lira ~ [ |u1(^r,r)-^)|2Tc/r = 0, (4.2)
T^oo 1" Jo

for almost every £ £ R, then the sequence \in(x,t) = u(x, t; At/n, tik) converges in
Lfoc(R x R+) to a solution u(x, t) of the Riemann problem (2.1), (2.11), satisfying
u (x,t) = i(x/t).

Remark (Test of convergence). Associated with a certain solution of the approxima-
tion scheme (3.5), = ui(iAx, jAt), we define the average, at time t = jAt,

SWI = ®Tijtht fc-
kx
ct

and the mean quadratic errors

9 _ T kr
(4.3)

kx
ct

e2(u(x,t)) - EfcKl2 - ik =

along the rays of constant x/t, where [a] denotes the integer part of the real number
a. These values can easily be calculated numerically at each time step. By the above
theorem, the approximate solutions \in(x,t) converge in L\oc if the averages converge and
the mean quadratic errors tend to zero as the time step tends to infinity.

The next theorem establishes the result from which one can numerically determine
the expectation values of state space functions, with respect to m-v solutions for the
Riemann problem (2.1), (2.11). The proof is given in the appendix.

4.2. Theorem. Let C2(R2) denote the space of the continuous functions in R2 which
grow with order < 2 when |u| —> oo. Let un(a;,i) = u(a;, t; At/n, un) be the sequence
defined in the preceding theorem and let uX)t be the m-v solution to (2.1), (2.11), given
by Theorem 3.1. Then, given h € C2(R2), we have

("x,t,Mu)) = j0 h{u\{{x/t)T,T))Td,T, (4.4)

whenever the limit exists for almost every x/t £ R.
Remark. As an application of Theorem 4.2 for numerical solutions, we define the

average of a function, with domain in the state space, by

— 2 ^Mm) = + kx
ct (4.5)

for any h £ Ca(R2) along every ray of fixed x/t. Its value at each time step can easily be
calculated numerically. In particular, we shall determine in our numerical experiments
u(x,t) and F(x,t), the average values of the state variable and the flux function, which
approximate the expectation values of these state functions with respect to the m-v
solution, generated from un(x,t).
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5. Numerical results. For our numerical experiments with the scheme proposed in
Sec. 3 we take as <je{e) the function in (2.3), with sa = 1, sm — 6, E\ = 8, M = 0.5,
E2 — 7, E — 9. We also take kAt = 0.2. The initial data for the numerical scheme are
taken as vf = vL, e° = eL, of = ce{eL), for i < -i0, and vf = vR, £° = eR, of = ae(eR),
for i > i0, for some positive integer io, say i0 = 1, and any small disturbance of values
for —i0 < i < io- We remark that, for large time steps, the numerical solution does not
depend on any particular choice of disturbance. Except when explicitly mentioned to the
contrary, the graphs of functions presented in this section, at each specified time step,
have as abscissa the variable x/t. We choose to plot functions in this way because, by
the results in Sec. 4, it suffices to know the behavior of these functions along these rays.

5.1. A simple Riemann problem. We consider a Riemann problem with the left and
right initial states in different phases outside the elliptic region (see Fig. 1). Specifically,
we take (vl,£l) = (0,0.5), (vR,eR) — (0.6.5). In Fig. 2, we show the graphs of the
functions v(x,t) and e(x,t) at the time step 50000. It is not difficult to verify that these
functions solve the corresponding Riemann problem. This is confirmed by the mean
quadratic error e2(u(x,t)) also given in Fig. 2, at time step 50000. The error clearly
converges to zero almost everywhere. The averages, not shown here, also converge, and
so Theorem 4.1 implies the convergence of the scheme in Lfoc to a weak solution of the
problem. In Fig. 1, the solution is also plotted in the stress-strain coordinates together
with the non-monotone curve ue(e). From these results, it is clear that there is a unique
interface boundary at x = 0, a single phase jump across the unstable interval, in this
problem. It is interesting to observe that the solution shown here agrees with those
obtained in [13, 8].

5.2. Oscillation waves. We now consider a Riemann problem inside the elliptic re-
gion with the same left and right initial states, (ul,£l) = (vR,eR) — (0,3), and a small
disturbance at x = 0 at initial time. The small disturbance does not die out and, in-
stead, evolves into a nontrivial approximate solution with persistent oscillations shown
in Fig. 3 for e(x,t) at time step 1000000. Clearly, the sequence of approximate solutions

Fig. 2. A weak solution (v, e) and quadratic errors for the Riemann
problem of Fig. 1
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Fig. 3. Oscillation wave, e(x, t) at time step 1000000, with initial
state (0, 3)
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Fig. 4. Averages of a at time steps = 50000, 1000000, and (v, e) at
1000000, for the oscillation wave of Fig. 3

does not converge due to the appearance of oscillations. These oscillations generate
a measure-valued solution, to the corresponding elastic problem according to Theorem
3.1, what we call an oscillation wave. In this case, by applying Theorem 4.2, we may
determine expectation values, or averages, by (4.5) for h equal to the state variables, a, v,
and e. Figure 4 shows the averages a(x,t), at time steps 50000 and 1000000, as well as
v(x,t) and e(a:,t) at time step 1000000. From the graphs of a(x,t), at time steps 50000
and 1000000, we are convinced that the averages converge although slowly, and that
(v(x,t),e(x,t)) coincides in the limit with the trivial constant solution (v,e) = (0,3).

5.3. The entropy rate criterion. Here we also apply Theorem 4.2, now in connection
with Dafermos's entropy rate criterion for the selection of a physically relevant solution
[9, 16, 17]. In the case of weak solutions, which are functions of x/t, the criterion implies
that u(x, t) = V(x/t) is a more favorable solution (in the sense of "stability") compared
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to the other solution u(x,t) = V(x/t) if the inequality

/OO
{«)-#(0)K<o

-oo

holds, where the "entropy" function 77 can be taken as the total energy density, the sum
of the kinetic and the strain energy, in the present elastic problem, given by

v2 f£v(v,e) = — + J <Je(s)ds.

In other words, in this case, this criterion is a minimum energy criterion in some sense.
We can extend this criterion to the case of m-v solutions, by saying that an m-v solution

vx/t is a more favorable solution compared to another m-v solution ux/t, if the following
inequality, involving the corresponding expectation values of the energy function,

/:
{(z/£,r?(u)) - (%r?(u))}a!£ < 0, (5.1)

holds. In order to apply this criterion to compare m-v solutions, it is necessary that
the expectation value of the energy function is defined. For the m-v solution given by
Theorem 3.1, in principle, expectation values are defined only for functions in C2(R2),
which does not include the energy function. However, by applying Theorem 4.2, we can
determine the expectation value of the characteristic function of the complement of a
bounded set {u 6 R2| |u| < R}, for some R conveniently chosen, relative to the given m-
v solution. This was done for the nontrivial m-v solution associated with the oscillation
wave shown above, for the constant initial data (0,3). It was seen that for R = 4 the
averages of the corresponding characteristic function, given by (4.5), converge to zero
very quickly. So, the expectation value of this characteristic function, with respect to the
m-v solution of this problem, is identically zero, as a consequence of Theorem 4.2. This
test indicates that the support of the Young measures, which constitute the m-v solution
of the problem, is contained in a bounded set {u G R2| |u| < Rj, for almost every x/t.
Therefore, the expectation values relative to this m-v solution are well-defined for any
continuous functions.

In Fig. 5, we show the average rj(x,t), at time step 1000000, from which it is clear
that the m-v solution associated with the oscillation wave is a more favorable solution,
according to the entropy rate criterion, compared to the trivial m-v solution vx/t = 6(0,3) >
where the right-hand side is the Dirac measure concentrated at (0,3), i.e., the constant
solution (whose total energy is indicated as 77(0, 3) in Fig. 5). Therefore, it also confirms
that constant states in the elliptic region are unstable.

5.4. Phase fractions. Finally, we apply Theorem 4.2 to obtain expectation values of
phase fractions associated with the oscillation waves. In the simplified model considered
here, the functions that provide the fractions corresponding to each phase are given by
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Fig. 5. Entropy rate criterion and phase fractions, for the oscillation
wave of Fig. 3

/i(e)
f 1, if e < eA, = (
1 0, otherwise, 2 \

if £ < £a, „ , , [ 1, if e > eM,
0, otherwise.

We have done several experiments to determine the expectation values of these functions,
with respect to the nontrivial m-v solutions associated with the states (0, e), for e 6
\ea, £m], the interval of the unstable states. Each strain e in this interval can be written
as a convex combination of the corresponding strains, £\ < £a and £2 > £m, in the two
pure phases at the same stress level, namely, cre(e) = cre(e 1) = cre(£2),

£ = X\£\ + X2£2,

Xi + x2 = 1.

The experiments show that expectation values of the phase fractions, with respect to the
nontrivial m-v solutions associated with the states (0,e), agree with the coefficients xi
and X2 in the above convex combination. As an example, we have shown in Fig. 5 the
averages fi(x, t), f2(x, t), at time step 100000, for £ = 3. In this case, we have X\ = 0.602
and x2 = 0.398, which agree with the values found in the figure. This conclusion is what
one would expect intuitively. Another important aspect of these experiments is that the
average phase fractions are constant throughout the sector behind the wave front in the
limit, which means that the phase mixture is macroscopically homogeneous.

On the other hand, careful examination of the oscillation pattern in the approximation
solution reveals an interesting fact that the oscillation pattern tends to become stationary
in the limit, as shown in Fig. 6 (see p. 132) for a typical example: the two graphs of e(x, t),
at time steps 25000 and 50000, restricted to the interval of 100 grid points between 300
and 400, corresponding to the approximate solution for the initial state (0,3). They are
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Fig. 6. Stationary phase pattern, e(x,t)

identical at every grid point and oscillate intensely between two pure phases. They can
be interpreted as the microscopic structure of the phase mixture with stationary phase
boundaries densely distributed along the length of the body. This structure resembles the
experimentally observed band-like structure of a single crystal sample of shape memory
alloy during austenitic-martensitic transformation [23, 24].

Appendix.

A.l. Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, we easily see that un(x, t) = ui (nx, nt). Now, given
any compact K C R x R+, for k, I sufficiently large, with k < I, we have

J J \uk(x,t) - Ui(x,t)\p dxdt

= jj \ui(kx,kt) — Ui(lx,lt)\p dxdt

•ML
Ik

K
P

dx dt
IkK

(diam K)

ui(a;,t) - uj ( -x,-t
(A.2)

// ts\9 I /u<£</cdiamK(k diam K) J J \x\<kd\a,mK
Ui(cc,t) - Ui ( ^x, l-t

p
dxdt.

To prove the theorem, we shall show, in the following, that the right-hand side of (A.2)
tends to zero as k tend to infinity.

Without any essential difference, we may assign the initial data in the following way:
ui(a;,0) equals ui for x < —jo£i, and equals u« for x > jo£i, for some j0 6 N; and for
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1^1 < jo£i arbitrary values are assigned. Now let a = tan"1 A. Then we have

7^ [[o<t<T |ui(x,f) - u^ax^at)^ dxdt
L 1 J J\x\<CT

= 7^2// 0 <t<T \ui(x, t)-\ii(ax,at)\p dxdt
J J\t<\x\<jo£i+\t

+ 7^ [h<t<T lui{x,t) - u.^ax.at)]1' dxdt
L1 J J \x\<\t

/ir—a. 1 /»T/ sin 6
dd-^ |ui(r, 0) — Uj(ar, 8)\pr dr

const. , r~a 1 fT/sin
< T

canst. ^ fW»>- T
r-a i I ojn2 f) fT/sinS

l |ul(r, 9) — t(9)\pr dr ̂

r~a 1 f sin2 9 raT/sine )
L ^rede\^l '^<«)-m'rdr\,

where const, represents a constant not depending on a or T. By (4.2), it is easy to see
that any of the three terms on the right-hand side of the last inequality can be made
arbitrarily small, uniformly for a > 1. This completes the proof.

A.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let uk(x,t) — Ui(kx,kt). By Theorem 3.1 there exists
a subsequence of u/j generating a Young measure vX}t which is a globally defined m-v
solution to the Riemann problem (2.1), (2.11), in the sense of Definition 1.1. Let us
consider a point (x,t) G R x (0,oo), and set

ro = \J x1 +t2, 9q = tan 1 —.
x

We also denote by A(r,£>) the infinitesimal sector |r — ro| < Ar, \9 — 9q\ < A9, Ar > 0,
A6 > 0. For the area m(A(r, 6)) of A(r, 6) trivially we have

m(A(r, 9)) = 4roArA6>.

Given a continuous function h £ C2(R2), we may assume that

<"*•" m(AM)) /fMr„k{U,) dy dT' (A'3)
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since this is true for (x, t) £ R x (0, oo) almost everywhere. Now, if h € C2(R2), we have

J /i\\ II {vy,T,h(u))dydT = ——rr lim [[ h{uk{y,T))dyd,T
™>{A(r,0))JJA(r>e) m{A{r,0)) k^ooj JA{r e)

II h(u\(kr, 6))r dr
JjA(r,9)

( f h{\i\(r,6))r dr d6
J JkA(r,6)

i /-f o + iif i <.fc(r0+Ar)

= —— / d6 lim —r—— / h(vLAr,Q))r dr
2A0 J0o_Ae oo 2k2r0Ar Jk(ro_Ar)

f60+A6 1 f 1 2 rk(ro+Ar)

————— lim // h(\ii(kr,Q))r dr dd
m(A(r,0)) k-.ocJJA(r

—7——7i\T lim . i
m{kA(r, 6)) k^ooJJkA(re)

r80 + A8 1 /•fc(r0+Ar)

1 r-Vo+L\a 11 2 /-K^ro + iir;

= —— / 0$ — < -(ro + Ar)2 lim — ——^ / h{uAr,6))r dr
2A6 Je0_Ae 2r0Ar | 2 fc^oo /c2(r0 + Ar)2 70

1 o Mro-Ar)

--(r„-Ar)2t'to F(ro-Ar);yo J.(u,(r,«))r<ir|

/ *[/i](0)dfl.
JOa-AO2A0

Since ^[/i](0), defined by

2 rR
£[h](6) = lim —r / h(\ii(r,6)r dr

ft—00 K J0

whenever it exists, must be a measurable function of 0, the last equation above and (A.3)
imply (4.4), and the theorem is proved.
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